
 

  

 P IPE  CAST  

PRODUCTION STATIONS  

Type:  

 ”CV 2600” and ”CV 1600” 

….Our mission  is to provide high quality equipment that can be built from 
standardized modules to meet customer’s  specific requirements………... 

 
 

 



 

”Teksam Pipe Cast CV 2600  

The ”Teksam Pipe Cast CV 2600 ” is a dry cast Production Station for the production of concrete pipes in the diame-

ter range 1,200 mm diameter through  2,600 mm diameter as standard and also pipes in the diameter range from 

300 mm diameter through 1,200 mm  with the addition of second (smaller) core vibrator. The standard machine is 

rated for pipes in lengths 2,000 mm (6 feet) through 2,500 mm (8 feet). 

The consolidation of concrete is accomplished by vibration. The vibratory forces are generated by a centre mounted 

Core Vibrator firmly attached to the core by means of expanding couplings. The core vibrator has infinitely adjustable 

amplitude and variable frequency. The frequency  can be varied throughout the production cycle without interrupting/

delaying the process. This means that the level of vibratory forces can continuously be adjusted to match the level of 

concrete in the mould. 

The ”Teksam Pipe Cast CV 2600 ” is very suitable for the production of all known types of concrete pipes as well 

reinforced as none reinforced with or without lining.   

The ”Teksam Pipe Cast CV 2600 ” is engineered for being installed in  a dual station version providing increased 

output and increased product range. A typical dual station solution  includes a “Core Vibration  Station” and a  sta-

tion with a height adjustable Vibration Unit (Vibration Table) for the production of  Manhole Components, Tanks, Catch 

Basins, etc.. 

A dual station solution means: Reduced plant space, reduced crane capability, increased output, reduced cost of con-

crete supply equipment. All obtained without a heavy  increase in investment. 

 



 

”Teksam Pipe Cast CV 1600”” 
  

 

The ”Teksam Pipe Cast CV 1600 ” is a dry cast production station for the production of concrete pipes in the diame-

ter range 300 mm diameter through  1,600 mm diameter. The standard machine is rated for pipes in lengths 2,000 

mm (6 feet) through 2,500 mm (8 feet). 

The consolidation of concrete is accomplished by vibration. The vibratory forces are generated by a centre mounted 

Core Vibrator firmly attached to the core by means of expanding couplings. The core vibrator has infinitely adjustable 

amplitude and variable frequency. The frequency can be varied throughout the production cycle without interrupting/

delaying the process. This means that the level of vibratory forces can continuously be adjusted to match the level of 

concrete in the mould. 

The ”Teksam Pipe Cast CV 1600 ” is very suitable for the production of all known types of concrete pipes as well 

reinforced as none reinforced with or without lining.   

The ”Teksam Pipe Cast CV 1600 ” is engineered for being installed in  a dual station version providing increased 

output and increased product range. A typical dual station solution  includes a “Core Vibration  Station” and a  sta-

tion with a height adjustable Vibration Unit (Vibration Table) for the production of  Manhole Components, Tanks, Catch 

Basins, etc.. 

A dual station solution means: Reduced plant space, reduced crane capability, increased output, reduced cost of con-

crete supply equipment. All obtained without a heavy  increase in investment. 
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DUAL STATION LAYOUT 

Pressing/Oscillating cycle :                                                       Filling cycle: 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

♦ Produces concrete pipes in all known shapes and types, reinforced or none reinforced, with or 

without plastic lining. 

♦ Broad diameter range that can be extended with the addition of a second Core Vibrator. 

♦ Variable vibration frequency adjustable during production cycle. 

♦ Easy to operate, clean and maintain. 

♦ Several layout options available (to match customers existing facilities). 

♦ PLC-based control system. 

♦ Extended automation available. 

♦ Prepared for dual-station installation. 

 

Pipes. 

Spigot on pipe with a "single off-
set" joint type. 

Demoulding a 1,80 meter 
diameter ring. 

Flaired ends. 1,80 meter diamater pipe with 
keeper ring. 

Flaired ends. 

Features and Benefits  
for  

Teksam Pipe Cast Production Stations: 

”Teksam Pipe Cast CV 2600 ”  

”Teksam Pipe Cast CV 1600 ”   



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

More than 30 years of experience 
Teksam designs and builds high-performance equipment for the Drycast Concrete Industry. 
Founded  in Denmark 1979 we have supplied equipment for the concrete industry for more 
than 30 years. Our innovative systems and committment to customer service have made us 
the first choice for companies globally. 

For more information please visit www.teksam.com  

www.teksam.com

